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Undergraduate Office

- Advisement starts on Oct 17th!!
- Faculty Advisement workshops on Oct 12th with a drop-in for questions on Oct 19th.
- GEOL 201 (Barbeau, Love and Stubbins) took students out to 40 Acre Rock and the Spillway to observe and record data.
- GEOL 305 (Ryker and Quanrud) took students out to the river walk to practice geological field note observations.
- SEOE Dive Into Research Day was a success! We had 66 students and their families show up for the tour. A BIG thank you to the Hydrogeology Lab (Wilson), Geoscience Research Lab (Ryker), Biogeochemistry Lab (Benitez-Nelson), Estuarine Ecology Research Lab (Pinckney), Marine Stable Isotope Biogeochemistry Lab (Bourbonnais), Marine Microbial Ecology Lab (Peng) and the CEMS Lab (Sexton) and all our tour guides who helped facilitate!!
- SEOE GRAD DAY Conference - October 28th - JONES (PSC) 120. Register by Oct 3rd. We look forward to hearing about the awesome research being conducted by our graduate students and post docs, as well as an undergraduate poster session!!
- Travel Grant Awards: Congratulations to Paul Ernst, Sarah Hall, Emma Hoffman, Annie Klyce, Kee Hwan Lee, Meryssa Piper, Lydia Sims, Katherine Seikel, Blake Stubbins and Ryan Waldman.
- Workshop for Undergraduates - How to Apply to Grad School - Oct 27th

Graduate Office


Around the Department News

KUDOS!!

Awards:

- Congratulations to Katherine Ryker on receiving NSF GRF Doctoral Early Career Award. She is one of the first few people to receive this award. Pretty Cool!!

Hear-hear!! To James Pinckney for receiving the “Outstanding Reviewer” Award by the journal Limnology and Oceanography (L&O) – “I enjoy reviewing manuscripts for L&O because it’s a great way for me to keep up with new research and ideas. As an associate editor for another journal, I appreciate the difficulty in finding willing reviewers and insist on my ability to perform this very important service that is critical to the scientific process.”

KEY DATES:

- Oct 3rd - SEOE GRAD DAY Conference 2022 - Register
- Oct 12th - Drop-in for Advisement workshops with Area 2 (Faculty only)
- Oct 12th - Faculty Advisor workshops with Area 2 (Faculty only)
- Oct 28th - SEOE GRAD DAY Conference 2022 in JONES (PSC) 120
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Publications:

- Ana Bishop (BS in marine science May 2021), undergrad researcher for Erin Meyer-Gutbrod, published an article on her honors thesis in Frontiers in Marine Science as first author! https://doi.org/10.3389/fmars.2022.880910
- Carol Boggs’ Lab has a new paper out in Evolution! Check it out: 
- Sarah Bauman (Pinckney) and Mik Radek (c/o 2024) getting close and personal with North Inlet pluff mud. They are collecting cores for measuring benthic microalgal productivity. This is an ongoing project in the Estuarine Ecology Lab.

Let the department know about the wonderful things you and the people around you are doing! Is there something/someone you are proud of? Let us know Kudos Form.
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